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This guide is the second output ofthe Urban Partnership Jobs & Skills in the local economy,

Action 3: "The European Pillar of Social Rights (EPSR) as a framework for the reconversion

towards a sustainable economy".

Earlier, an Analysis report of practices regarding multi-level cooperation in relation to
principles 1 and 5 of the EPSR was drafted: https://stad.gent/en/international-
policv/challenges-qrowi ng-cities/urban-aeenda-ua-and-urban-partnerships-ups

Several cities contributed by delivering local examples. We thank the cities of Aarhus, Berlin,

Gdansk, Ghent, Graz, Kielce, Zaragoza and EUROCITIES, CEMR, URBACT for their valuable

contributions.

Ghent, L0 October 2019
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ln 2016, during the Dutch Presidency of the European Union, Ministers responsible for Urban

Matters adopted the Pact of Amsterdam. This pact established the Urban Agenda for the EU

to ensure that the urban dimension is reflected in EU legislation. Ïhe Urban Agenda is

composed of several priority themes which are imperative forthe sustainable development

of urban areas. Each theme has a dedicated Partnership, which brings together urban

authorities, member states and EU institutions to propose feasible measures for EU

legislation, funding and knowledge sharing. One of these Partnerships is the Partnership 'Jobs

and Skills in the Local Economy'.

It consists of 17 members:

o 3 member states: Romania, ltaly and Greece

o 8 urban authorities: Berlin, Rotterdam, ielgava, Torino, Porto, Ghent, Kielce, Miskolc

o 4 stakeholder organisations: European lnvestment Bank (ElB), URBACI EUROCITIES,

Council of European Municipalities and Regions (CEMR)

e European Commission: DG for Regional and Urban Policy (DG REGIO), and DG

Employment, Social Affairs and lnclusion (DG EMPL)

. Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, OEcD

The coordinators ofthe Partnership are Romania, the city of Rotterdam and the city ofJelgava.

TheAction Plan oftheJobs and Skills in the Local Economy Partnership containsten Actions

of which Action 3 is "European Pillar of Social Rights as a framework for the reconversion

towards a sustainable economy".

This practical guide is giving execution to Action 3 and is led by Ghent with Berlin, EUROCITIES

and CEMR as contributors, and with the support of DG Employment.
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Action 3 uses the EPSR as framework for the reconversion towards a sustainable economy in

urban areas, and targets "education, training and life-long learning" (Principle 1) and "Secure

and adaptable employment" (Principle 5).

The EPSR - in keeping with Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 8 on Decent work ond

economic growth - sets out 20 key principles and rights "to support fair and well-functioning

labour markets and welfare systems"l. Moreover, the EPSR is a policy objective for a more

social Europe in the proposed regulation regarding several funds post 20202.

Principle 1 EPSR

"Everyone hds the fight to quolity and inclusive education, toining ond

life-long learníng in order to mointoin ond acquire skílls thot endble them

to porticipdte Íully in society ond manage successfully tronsitíons in the

lobour market."

Principle 5 EPSR

"Regardless oÍ the type ond durotion oÍ the employment relationshiP,

workers hove the right to Íofu dnd equal treatment regdrding wo*ing

conditions, occess to social protection ond training. The trdnsition towords

open-ended forms of employment shall be Íostered. ln occotdance with

tegíslation and collective ogreements, the necessdry flexibility for
employers to adopt swiltly to changes in the economic context sholl be

ensured, tnnovative Íorms oÍ work thot ensure qudlity workíng conditions

shall be fostered. Entrepreneurchip and self-employment shdll be

encouraged. Occupotional mobitity shalt be Íocititdted. Employment

rclationships thot ledd to precorious wo*íng conditíons shall be

prevented, including by prohibiting ahuse oÍ dtypical contracts. Any

ptobdtíon petiod should be oÍ reasonoble duration."

The aim of this practical guide is to inspire all stakeholders about implementing Principles 1

and 5 EPSR at the local level and to support them in getting started.

This practical guide was preceded by an analysis of 12 practices from cities on the strengths,

pitfalls, challenges and possible solutions regarding multilevel tovernance (MLG) in the

implementation of Principles 1 and 5 of the EPSR, which can be read at:

https://stad.eent/sites/default/files/paee/documents/20190708 UP%20Jobs%20and%20Skil

ls analvsis Action3-EPSR-Principleland5 final 0.pdf

r Ec, 124/Lo/2or7tL), lP/17 /4068, p.1: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release lP-17-4068 en'htm
2 Ec, (zg/s/2O7Bl, coM (2018) 375 final: httos://eur-lex.eurooa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:26b02a36-6376-

11e8-ab9c-o1aa75ed71a 1.0003.02lDoc 3&format=PDF
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--rhMulti-level Governance (MLG) and the European Pillar of SociJffits
(EPSR)

Making the EPSR a reality for citizens is a joint responsibility between different levels of

government and stakeholders. Most of the tools to implement the Principles of the Pillar are

in the hands of member states, regional and local governments, as well as social partners and

civil society. The European Union institutions - and the European Commission in particular -
can help by setting the framework and giving the direction. No individual stakeholder could

address it single-handed. lmplementation requires MLG.

MLG was defined in the Committee of the Regions'(CoR) Whitepaper on Multi-level

Governance of 20093 and in the 2014 Charter for Multiievel governance in Europea:

"Multi-Level Governdnce means coordinoted dction by the Eurcpean

Uníon, the Member Stotes ond Local and Regionol authorities, according

to the principles of subsidiarity dnd proportionolity ond in partnership,

taking the lorm of operational and institutionalised cooperation in the

drawing-up and ímplementation oÍ the European lJnion's policies"s

MLG arrangements are not emerging in a spontaneous manner, but are usually initiated by a

stakeholder or are triggered by an event or crisis. From the local practices that we studied we

can derive different factors.that can initiate new MLG arrangements:

- The existence of a shared vision among stakeholders

- The opportunity of funding

- Top-down regulatory compliance

- Political awareness

- Addressing specific local needs.

3 coR, (2009), The committee of the Regions' whitepaper on Multilevel Governance:
https;//publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/3cba79fd-2fcd-4fc4-94b9-
677bbc53916b/lansuase-en
a CoR, {2014), Charter for Multilevel Governance in Europe:
https://portal.cor.europa.eulmlscharter/Paees/M LG-charter.asDX
s coR, (2012), Euilding a Êuropean culture of Multilevel Governance, p. 2:
https://oublications.eurooa.eu/en/oublication-detail/-/publication/ed2f312b-23cb-4650-ac97-
9d3e9a03e7d2;flansuaee-en
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tn the PolÍsh city of Kielce a resolution was adopted by the City Council to

start o local progrdmme to support job credtion in Kielce as o response to
the reol needs and expectdtions oÍ both city residents and employers

operating in Kielce" The dim is to credte friendly conditions Íot the

development oÍ employers and employees in KÍelce.

A specific action oÍ this progrumme ís to support cooperation between

employers, educotion (including higher education), selÍ-government,

ossocidtions and Ínstitutíons operating locally in the dreo of local labour

market development.

The analysis of municipalities' cases regarding the implementation of Principle L and 5 of the

EPSR showed that certain gaps6 challenge MLG. The most common identified gaps are:

o The information gap is characterised by information asymmetries between levels of

government when designing, implementing and delivering public policies;

o The capacity gap is the lack of human, knowledge (skill-based and 'know-how') or

infrastructural resources to carry out tasks, regardless of the level of government;

r The funding gap is represented by the difference between the revenues and the

required expenditures for local authorities to meet their responsibilities and

implement appropriate development strategies. This also includes the mismatch

between budget practices and policy needs and indicates a direct dependence on

other levels oÍ government;

r The policy gap is the result of sectorial departments taking a purely vertical approach

to be territorially implemented, while atthe local level various sectors merge and need

to be aligned.

The measures that are being taken by cities implementing Principles 1 and 5 are

complementing and specifying regional, national and EU policies and measures by focusing on

the specific local situation and specific target groups, such as refugees and migrants (Berlin),

long term unemployed (Graz, Berlin), young people (Berlin, East Flanders, Kielce, Gdansk),

people from low-income families (Berlin, Graz, Aarhus).

6 Charbit, C. (2011), Governance oÍ Public Policies in Decentralised contexts: The Multi-level Approach, OECD

Regional Development Working Papers, No. 2011/04, OECD Publishing, Paris,
httos://doi.orel10.178715ke883okxkhc-en
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The supportive measures regarding Principle 1 are focused on counselling and mentoring,

vocational guidance, second chance programmes, apprenticeships and developing specific

skills that are relevant for local employers and adapted to the local labour market. Funding

for the measures and initiatives is usually provided for by the local budgets and

complemented by ESF funding (Berlin), regional and national budtets (Berlin, Lille, Kielce) or

private funding (Ghent, Zaragoza).

The city initiatives implementing Principle 5 are especially reaching out to the tartet groups

that have the most difficulties to enter the labour market: long-term unemployed, young

people not in education, employment ortraining (NEETs), migrants and refugees and people

who are supported by social welfare benefits. Counselling and guidance towards supportive

services are offered by the initiatives to assist people from these target groups to (re-

)integrate them into the labour market. Funding is provided by the cities, complemented with

ESF (Gdansk) and private funds (Gdansk, Aarhus).

An example of an MLG arrangement implementing Principle 5 dnd the

locdl labou morket is the French experiment "Territoires zéro ch6meur de

longue durée".

The oím oÍ the pilot project, which is implemented in 70 locol oreas in

France, is to oífer to the long-term unemployed o new job bosed on their

skílls on a permanent contrdct ond a chosen duration. The jobs seek to

rcspond to the Iocal needsthat are not satisÍied on the existing locol labour

market. The prerequisite is to ovoid competing with local businesses as

well os to promote economic growth. The ided is to credte ddditional jobs

thqt ore Íinonced by rcdirecting the current expenditures from the costs oÍ
assisting the long-term unemployed. Todoy, more thdn 400 people have

been ploced in regular employment within the 70 experimentdl dreds.

As one oÍthe cities pdrt oÍthe prcgnmme, Lílle Metropole hos created "la

Fdbrique de I'emploi" a local company thdt supports the experíment to

employ the long-term unemployed people. This job-putposed company in

Lille Metropole has hired 700 employees in two locol communities near

Lille and Tourcoing. This initiotive oÍÍers on dlternotíve solution to existing

policies in the Íight ogoínst lonE-term unemployment. The projed brings

together sll key actors in the local community to Ueote additíondl jobs

thdt promote local economic growth ond bring new local services and

products to residents.
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ln the implementation of the Principles the main challenges for MLG are the funding and the

€apacity gaps. The shortage oÍ qualified teachers, trainers and mentors (Berlin, Kielce) is one

ofthe main problems to successfully provide quality and inclusive education, training and life-

long learning options for everyone. Teachers and trainers need to be better equipped and

supported to deal with the specific needs of the very diverse target groups in their city context.

There is also a need for support to teachers and trainers from other non-educational

disciplines, such as social workers, language teachers and psychologists.

lnsufficient funding from regional or national governments for aspects that are beyond the

power of the local authorities, such as resources for projects that result from the initiative

(Taragozal, support to teachers, trainers and learners in their socio-economic and

psychological situation and investments in education and training infrastructure are clear

challenges in every reported practice on the local level. Experimentation with new ways of

support seem to attract sufficient funding in the pilot phase but there is uncertainty or a lack

of knowledge on possible business models to guarantee financial sustainability after this

phase has ended (Aarhus, Gdansk).

Related to the information and policy gaps: monitoring data on education is lacking at local

level. ïhe data is often not comparable between EU cities and cannot be used for learning and

transferring successful practices. Changes in (national) legislation, growing complexity of

(national) legislation, existing barriers to access labour and social jurisdiction, a lack of

inspection of working conditions, dependencies between the enforcement of social rights and

the right of residence, cause orfacilitate exploitative employment relationships and financially

unstable short-term employment contract and prevent law enforcement (Berlin, Kielce).

8
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Why MLG and what are the drivers?

MLG processes can be initiated top-down or bottom-up. The government levels that initiate

the process seem to differ between policy fields, and this seems to be closely related to the

legal competences and instítutional structures. ln social inclusion policies, local and regional

stakeholders mainly initiate the processes. The rationale for this difference lies in the extent

to which these policies and their impacts are linked to higher administrative levels. Pure

'bottom-up' approaches seem to be rare.7 Awareness about the need for cooperation

between governments, awareness and knowledge about the possible instruments and

initíating leadership are needed to successfully tackle identified suboptimal situations in every

phase of the policy process.

Multi-level governance as such was not explicitly mentioned in most of the collected practices

of the survey that was conducted. In the cases that a cooperation arrangement is reported,

funding opportunities, local needs and local awareness of the challenges related to the

implementation of education and employment policies are the main drivers to set up MLG

arrangements between different levels of government and between government and societal

sta keholders.

ln the Belgion city oÍ Ghent d 70-week trdíning and supporting prcgramme

(MetoalMatch) lor unemployed young people intercsted Ín working with
metal is set up to develop their welding skills ond prepare them Íot
entering the labour market. The píqgrdmme is a collaboration between

the rcgional publíc employment oIíice, adult educdtion institutions and

employers, Employers ín Ghent identified a shortage of welders and

commit themselves to oÍÍer ínternships to the trdinees. The mismatch

between the local needs oÍ the employers and the lack of avoilability of
the necessdry skílls on the local labou market is cledrly addressed by thís

cross-sector M LG cooperdtio n d fi d ng em e nt.

lnteresting to note is also that in many cases one individual can be identified as crucial for

starting the MLG initiative. The initial driver most often is either a political representative or

a civil servant. The latter usually needs to spark the interest of political representatives in

order to get broader support in raising awareness. Typically, politicians can sell the policy to a

broader audience than civil servants.s

7 Ec, (2015), Local and Regional Partners Contributing to Europe 2020. Multi-level Governance in Support of
Europe 2020, p.18: https://ec.europa.eu/reeional policv/en/information/publications/studies/201s/local-and-
resional-oartners-contributing-to-euroDe-2020-multi-level-eovernance-in-suDport-of-eurooe-2020
8 EC, (2015), Local and Regional Partners Contributing to Europe 2020. Multi-level Governance in Support of
Europe 2O2O, p.2L

Who are the stakeholders in Multi-level Governance (MLG)

arrangements implementing Principles 1 and 5 of the European Pillar
of Social Rights (EPSR)?

MLG asks for interaction and joint coordination of relations between the various levels of
government without clear dominance of one level. These might involve forums or networks

in which organisations from different government levels meet.

Two dimensions of MLG can be distinguished:

1. The vertical dimension of MLG refers to the links between higher and lower levels of
government, including their institutional, financial, and informational aspects. Local

capacity building and incentives for effectiveness of sub national levels of government are

crucial for improving the quality and coherence of public policy.

MLG within the EU ís understood os respecting competences, sharing

rcsponsibilities and cooperdting between the various levels of
government: the EU, the member stdtes dnd the regionol and local

duthotitíes. ln this context, it reÍers to the principle of subsididrity, which

places decisions os close as possible to the cítizens and ensures thdt thot
oction at Union level is justified in light oÍ the possibilities dvdílable ot
notiondl, regional or local level. ln prdctice MLG wíthin the EU is obout
participation dnd coordindtion hetween all levels oÍ govemment both in

the decision mokíng process and Ín the implementdtion or evaludtíon of
European polícies.

ln the Austfion City oÍ Grdz the Work dnd Employment Unit was

estoblíshed in 2074 within the socídl wefare office ol the city. The unit's

maín areos ol responsibility include the representation oÍ the City of Grdz

in employment-reloted committees and the development and

coordindtion of employment activities dt the locdl level. As an example of
the vertical dimension of ML6, the unit serues as a platform for regional

and notional partnerc as well as for the Public Employment Service

(Arbeitsmdtktservice) in Styria, the provínce ín Austrid in which Graz is

located, dnd Íor NGOS in the Íield oÍ employment,

Vertical MLG arrangements were not reported explicitly in most of the collected practices.

The main drivers in the cases where MLG arrangements between levels of government were

mentioned, were either the existence of funding opportunities (ESF or regional funding) and

mainly the necessity of cooperation to tackle local needs.

9 10
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2. ïhe horizontal dimension refers to cooperation arrangements between regions or

between municipalities. These agreements are increasingly common as a means by which

to improve the effectiveness of local public service delivery and implementation of

development strategies. The horizontal dimension of the implementation of MLG

partnerships also includes cooperation with socio-economic partners and NGOs.

The Bertin Counselling Center Íot Migrotion ond Decent work (BEMA)

supports migronts and mobile workers in redlisíng their labour and social

rights. The aim is to treat oll people in Berlin equolly, regordless oÍ their

origin and residence stdtus, especiolly with rcgdrd to their rights on the

lohour mdrket and in the areo of social protection, BEMA considers an

dctive network oÍ counselling centres and other socidl institutions as well

os trdde unions ond duthoritíes - even beyond Berlin and Germdny - as

indispensable lor its success. Close ond dctive cooperotion between

díÍíerent authorities ond non-governmentdl organisdtions is needed, to

ensure odequote support.

Many cities report hoÍizontal cooperation between departments of the local authorities and

between local government and socio-economic stakeholders, NGOs and (public and private)

providers of education and employment services as crucial in the implementation of

education and employment policies.
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lnstruments to foster Multi-level Governance (MLG) arrangements

rmplementing Principle 1 and 5 of the European Pillar of Social Rights

(E PSR)

There is a clear link between the definition of MLG and the dominant Saps that challenge MLG.

The capacity and the funding gap relate to the subsidiarity and proportionality principles, the

information and policy gaps to operational and institutionalised cooperation.

The diagnosis tool for coordination and capacity challenges in MLG by Charbite describes the

type of instruments that are needed to tackle the specific gaps. In the table below we only

mention the challenges and instruments related to the gaps that are identified in the collected

practices.

lnformation gap

r Capacity gap

Funding gap

Policy gap

Asymmetries of information
(quantity, quality, type)

between different

stakeholders, either

voluntary or not

agencies.

Need for instruments for
revealing & sharing

information

Need for instruments to
build local capacity

Need for shared financing

mechanisms

m ultidimensional/systemic

approaches at the sub

. national level, and to
exercise political leadership

and commitment.

I nsufficient scientific,

technical, inf rastructu ral

r capacity of local actors, in

I particular for designing

I appropriate strategies

Unstable or insufficient

revenues undermining

effective implementation of
responslbilities at sub-

national level or for crossing

policies

Sectoral fragmentation Need for mechanisms to

across ministries and create

GAP CHALtENGE INSTRUMENT

TT

'Charbit, (2011), id.
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Legal instruments are the most binding mechanisms and they are able to address the funding

and capacity gaps, as well as promote vertical and horizontal co-ordination. Legal instruments

such as laws aim at improving the coherence of policy making and policy implementation

between the different levels of government and address mismatches between legal

competences and resource allocation. Contracts are another effective set of legal instruments

to help manage vertical interdependencies. Contracts are based on mutual agreement

between the stakeholders and can help brídge all gaps.

Other examples of used instruments to bridge the M LG gaps are mergers of government levels

and municipalities and various methods of municipal cooperation (e.g. intermunicipal

cooperation in Belgium). They have an impact on the vertical and horizontal coordination and

provide the possibility to address multiple gaps, including those of capacity.

Very commonly used are coordinating bodies such as municipal associations, thematic

working gÍoups, thematic government agencies, and task forces. Ad hoc and informal

meetings provide an opportunity to build communication, dialogue and networks that are

horizontal, vertical and cross-networked.

lndicators-based performance measurement and experimentation in policy design and

implementation are also mechanisms to bridge the gaps mentioned.

ury,a;*$

Recommendations on instruments to EU and member states

1, Capacity gap: The strengthening of MLG and the partnership principle in the legislative

framework for the 2014-2020 ESI Funds has had positive effects on the involvement of

local authorities at all stages in the implementation of Partnership Agreements and

programmes. However, involvement is defined and implemented differently throughout

the EU and depends on institutional arrangements and governance culture in the specific

EU member state.

) Collaboration and information sharing between schools, local and national authorities

and coordination with other departments, such as employment and social services are

necessary steps in a better transversal policy that removes the barriers to inclusive

education. To effectively tackle the local challenges with regards to education, training,

life-long learning and support to employment, local authorities should be considered full
partneÍs in setting the priorities for the ESF+ and ERDF Opêrational ProgÍammes

2. lnformation gap: Cities report a gap in monitoring data related to access to education and

achievement gaps in education, on specific targets groups and on the local situation.

) The EU, in collaboration with the national governments and by involving local

authorities, could improve its monitoring of the implementation of Principle 1of the EPSR

through the European Semester. To better capture the situation on the ground, the social

scoreboard indicators, such as the rate of early school leavers, could add a level of
monitoring at local level. Furthermore, the data could be disaggregated by target groups

to capture the gaps in access to education and achievement. This would help monitor

progress in EPSR implementation at local level.

nitlrr
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3 Policy gap: Local authorities are best placed to know the specific needs of the people in

their cities and to reach the most vulnerable- From this perspective it is only logical that

they are involved in designing and monitoring education and employment policy.

) The EU and the member states should allow cities to take part in the working groups

of the strategic framework for European cooperation in education and training ("ET

2020")10 and in other future programmes and initiatives on the design and the monitoring

of education, training and life-long learning policies.

4. Fundinggap:Theshortageofskilledteachersandsupportingstaffisalsorelatedtoalack

of funding on the local level.

t The EU and the member states should enable cities to have easier access to and make

better use of ESF, ERDF and Erasmus+ funds to promote equity and respond to the

specific challenges of rising educational inequalities in urban areas by supporting the

partici pation of disadvantaged ta rget groups-

Funding gap: To ensure no group is left behind from ESF+ support, and that support is

extended from job insertion to support for keeping and staying in the job, cities need to

be involved in defining targets, indicators and criteria.

t Cities need to be involved bythe EU and the memberstates in definingthe priorities

and the target groups for the ESF+ Operational Programmes to reflect the challenges at

local level. New groups at risk oÍ social exclusion are emerging, such as the working poor,

the under-qualified, the digital illiterate and those living in deprived urban areas with low

incomes.

10 EC, European Policy Cooperation (ET2O2O framework): httos://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/european-

oolicv-cooperation/et2020-framework en
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Recommendations on instruments to member states and cities

1. A contractual instrument that could be exemplary for vertical cooperation in the

implementation of the EPSR principles are the City Dealsll that have been initiated under

the framework of the Dutch Urban Agenda (Agenda Stad), and also the City Deals in

Australial2.

The Austrolidn City Dedls dre commitments between the three levels oÍ

government (national, state ond local) and the community to wotk

towords a shared vision for Woductive and liveable cíties. The City Deals

wotk to dlign the planning, investment and governance necessary to

accelerdte growth and job creation, stimuldte urban renewol and drive

economic reforms. The Austrolidn City Deals focus on leveraging cities'

unique strcngths and respondíng to their specific needs. lnsteod oÍ
ndtional and stdte polícies dnd programmes delivered locally by different

departments, working with locol governments dnd stokeholders produces

a uniÍied dedl that dddresses d city's priorities.

The Dutch City Dedls ore aimed ot Íinding dnd implementíng ínnovative

solutions to societal chollenges ond/or measures to strcngthen the urban

economic ecosystems. They ore bdsed on commitments to colldhorote

between cities, the national government other levels of government,

business ond cívil society. The pofticipdtíng cities decide on the specific

chdllenges thot ore addressed, based on the local needs'

This type of contract addresses the challenges related to the policy gap and offers a solution

in setting up operational and institutionalised cooperation.

x1 Agenda Stad, website: https://asendastad.nl/ciw-deals/
12 Australian Government, Cities Division, Department of lnfrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional

Development, website: @
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2. The role of national associations of cities and municipalities in arrangements and

instruments to bridge the policy, capacity and information gaps should also be taken

into account when looking for solutíons.

Regardless of the reason why MLG processes dre ínitioted, existing

structures with exierience in MLG hetp, not in the leost becduse oÍ the

need to develop trust hetween the stakeholders. Previous dnd establíshed

coordínatíon experience often makes it easier to deepen policy

cooperdtion, whereds the inclusíon of further levels or sector policies mdy

be more time consuminq.13

National associations such as VNG in the Netherlands, WSG in Flanders (Belgium),

Deutscher Stàdtetag in Germany or AFCCRE in France are playing an important role in

bridging different gaps and thus facilitate operational and institutionalised

cooperation. Regarding the information gap for instance they provide the platform to

share information among their members and between their members and other levels

of government. They also provide training for their members and facilitate policy

discussions between the local level and other levels of government.

t The EU, the member states and the local authorities could look for the best

practices in supporting vertical MLG among the associations and document them to

be used in other member states.

3. A shared vision, objective or strategic plan between a I I the i mpl icated stakeholders of a

certain policy is an instrument that can create ownership among partners and guide,

maintain, or reinforce MLG arrangements.

) The mutual development of the shared strategy or vision creates ownership among

the participants of the MLG arrangement. Monitoring the implementation of the

shared objectives together adds to this ownership.

13 EC, (2015), Local and Regional Partners Contributing to Europe 2020. Multi-level Governance in Support of
Europe 2020, id
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4. Capacity gap: Addressing the shortage of teachers, trainers and mentors, as well as the

Àeed for support to teachers and trainers from other non-educational disciplines, is

identified by the cities as the biggest priority. There is a need to increase investment in

recruiting and preparing teachers to deal with the challenges of inclusive education.

Teachers need to be provided with the skills required to work in increasingly super-

diverse urban contexts. The legal competences in this field are very differently shared

between the levels of government in EU member states while the challenges seem to be

shared throughout the EU.

I lncreasing investments in recruitment and skills development of teachers asks for a

joint strategy by the EU, the members states and the local authorities, also in improving

the image of vocational education and the attractiveness of the teaching profession.

5. lnformation gap: Cities and their local partners report difficulties with changes in

legislation, growing dependencíes between legislations and law enforcement and a

growing complexity of (national) legislation. This complexity has negative effects on the

success of local practices and could lead to undesired or suboptimal results.

) Vertical venues, where local governments and their local partners meet with other

levels of government, are a first institutionalised step in a better interpretation of the

regulations and regulatory simplification. These venues can also be facilitated by

networks and associations of cities and municipalities.

6. Funding/Capacity gap: Cities ask for the allocation of more resources at local level for

tailored support to labour market activation of vulnerable groups at risk of exclusion.

) To reach out, identify and provide tailor-made support to those furthest away from

the labour market, cities need extra Íesources for staff and funding. The resources can

boost integrated support for training, job coaching, counselling and job search.
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7. Policy gap: Regardless of the level of government that has the legal competences, there

is a need for closer cooperation between municipal and regional and national public

employment services through the exchange of information and shared and integrated

stÍategies and action plans. National and regional governments should follow the

principle of subsidiarity and empower cities to act where they are best able to support

effective local labour márkets. Cities are most aware of the changes in the local economy.
a

ïhey are best placed tq match the demand and offer on the local labour markets. Cities

can provide tailored aÉd localised measures to tackle unemployment and support the

activation of people furthest away from the labour market.

) The EU and the member states should support close coordination between the public

employment services and the local authorities.
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